Figure 1. Schematic drawing of (1) resolution/line-width roughness/sensitivity (RLS) trade-off, and (2) initial distributions and yields of acid. If initial acid yield increases from (A) to (B) with the same distribution, the RLS trade-off is improved from (A) to (B). LWR: Linewidth roughness.
distribution part is oversimplified. Actually, the very dramatic change in the acid-generation reaction mechanisms from photochemistry to radiation chemistry has been made clear by timeresolved spectroscopy and product analysis. 2 Acid-generation efficiency is determined by the absorption efficiency of the incident energy and the quantum yield of acids. 3 If the initial acid yield increases from (A) to (B) with the same acid distribution as in Figure 1 (2), the RLS trade-off is improved from (A) to (B) in Figure 1 (1). However, this orthodox approach is inadequate to compensate for a more than 10-fold-lower intensity of the EUV source (that is, 10-fold lower than the light intensity required for the reaction to take place) even with improvement of the physical and chemical limits. 3 Accordingly, we must change the standard processes and materials of CARs. We must develop new sensitization enhancement mechanisms, including acid amplification by a nonthermal diffusion process at room temperature. In other words, we must use combination EB/EUV pattern exposure (lithography) together with secondary UV flood exposure. We call this
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pattern flood (PF) combination lithography of photosensitized CAR (PS-CAR). Figure 2 compares the conventional lithography process for high-volume manufacturing and the new PS-CAR process. The difference between them is the secondary UV flood exposure, and the kinds of resists used. Figure 3 shows a schematic drawing of CAR acid generation by conventional single pattern exposure (A) and the new PS-CAR acid-generation process (B). This process produces photosensitizer and acid with the initial low-power pattern exposure, and then amplifies the acid with an intense UV flood exposure. After the initial pattern exposure, the UV flood exposure induces acid only in the initial pattern exposure area. The nonpatterned exposure area is unaffected because PS-CAR has no absorption in the wavelength region of UV flood exposure. The acid amplification induced by UV flood excitation of PS and the nonthermal diffusion processes occur at room temperature. The distribution profile of the much higher acid yields generated by the UV flood exposure is the same as that for the photosensitizer generated by the pattern exposure, which can substantially improve the RLS trade-off.
We also achieved a sensitivity enhancement of more than a factor of 10 with respect to conventional EB single-exposure lithography, with no loss in spatial resolution. 4 EB and EUV resists involve different energy absorption processes. But the resist sensitivities for EUV exposure can be easily predicted from the exposure results for EB lithography. 5 Consequently, by evaluating the equivalent EB exposure, we get an idea of the reaction 4 mechanism of EUV pattern exposure with PF combination lithography of PS-CAR.
The sensitization of the EUV resist reduces the required EUV intensity and, in turn, the EUV source development cost, EUV exposure system price, radiation damage to EUV optical components, and production cost of semiconductor devices. The new sensitivity enhancement processes can be applied not only to EB/EUV/argon fluoride pattern exposure but also to other types of pattern exposure. In the near future, we expect the PF combination lithography of PS-CAR to improve not only sensitivity and the RLS trade-off but also photon shot noise, as sophisticated new ideas are applied to this technique. Our recent progress in PF combination lithography of PS-CAR was reported at SPIE Advanced Lithography 2014. 6 Our future research in this field will focus on the creation of new concepts of nanolithography and nanofabrication and their application to industry.
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